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ABSTRACT
Analysis of digital music and its retrieval based on the audio
features is one of the popular topics within Music Information
Retrieval (MIR). From many applications, however, only a
fraction will provide results that are meaningful for musicians
[4]. While retrieval algorithms may be precise, it is similarly
important to think about the end-users and their understanding
of the query and the result. We have developed a music analysis
system which is based on music theory and contains
visualizations meaningful for those interested in harmony
aspects of music. Music is first segmented to chords by known
techniques, providing the basis that musicians understand. From
there, distances between chords are evaluated by a novel
approach. We propose a chord distance descriptor in form of a
time series created from chord distances. This descriptor is
straightforward for a trained musician, and at the same time can
be used for various retrieval tasks. We compare the available
chord distance measures and choose the best candidates for time
series. We also derive a novel chord distance, based on
simplification of the music theory. Finally, we evaluate our
selection by analyzing pieces of popular music and achieve a
86% accuracy when using chord approach, while significantly
cutting down the execution time when using chord distances for
database pruning techniques. The dataset and application are
publicly available to achieve replicable research.
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1. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

from the original piece in several musical aspects:
instrumentation and arrangement, tonality and harmony, song
structure, melody, tempo, lyrics, or language. Thus, CSI task is a
very difficult challenge in choosing the best techniques, features
and algorithms, and has been a vivid field of research within
music information retrieval in the last decade. The state-of-theart methods are evaluated annually on the benchmarking
challenge MIREX (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation
Exchange) 1 with up to 8 algorithms posted every year since.
The motivation for our research was ignited by the fact that the
best result on the MIREX benchmark was achieved by Serra et
al. in 2009 [9] and has not been outperformed since. This
implies, that to further improve the results for CSI, the
researchers need to change techniques, focus on the partial tasks
or use diverse datasets. Chord distance research is a novel way
to approach CSI, that focuses on the harmony aspect of the task,
and the research cannot be done without a thorough work with
datasets, that often involves creating new datasets along the way.
In this paper we describe how we have tackled all the aspects of
the task: from novel methodology, publicly available application
to achieve replicable experiments, all the way to the results and
publishing the dataset.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Extracting high-level features from digital music such as
melody, rhythm, tempo, or harmony structure, has been a major
task in Music Information Retrieval (MIR), starting with
ground-breaking work of Fujishima [8]. In his work, it is the
first time we see automatic chord estimation in practice. Since
then, it has been a journey of many various techniques [10].

The gap between music theory and recent MIR applications has
been pointed out by multiple researchers, calling for more work
on how music theory can help recent retrieval tasks [1][4]. Even
if the application provides valid results (e.g. retrieves a correct
song), users may have difficulties understanding, why the result
was made such. Our work is motivated by this fact and employs
music theory in the proposed application. The analysis does not
assume to be complete in the context of all music properties,
including melody or rhythm. We focus on music harmony, since
it is one of the most important aspects to describe the song
structure, and can also be used effectively for cover song
identification, as shown by Ellis [2].

2.1 Chord transcription

One of the tasks that can showcase our theoretical approach, is
cover song identification (CSI). A cover song is an alternative
version, performance, or recording of a previously published
musical piece. The author of a cover song may choose to differ

The concept of chord distance has been studied in the literature
previously, but remains ambiguous, as there are multiple

To obtain the chord representation, a standard multiple-step
process is followed. First, obtaining chroma vectors by a shorttime Fourier transformation, where chroma vector is a
representation of a short musical moment mapped to 12 tones of
the piano keyboard [2]. The next step is chord segmentation and
labeling, jointly referred to as chord transcription [5].
Segmentation finds an exact timestamp for every chord change,
while labeling names the chord using a chord dictionary.

2.2 Chord distances

1
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precise retrieval algorithm for cover songs that are resembling
the originals. This idea should later be tested not only for
karaoke cover songs, but also for other specific cover versions,
e.g. live performances from the original artist, or, multiple
recordings of the same classical music piece. We will therefore
guide our future work toward breaking down the difficult CSI
task to meaningful subtasks, with the aim of developing newgeneration music discovery applications.
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